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Every once in a while I think up some

utterly fantastic thing. That it is clearly impossible

given today’s technology or social customs, I pay

no heed. And almost always the mouth attached to

the ear that was forced to listen to my childish

skylarkings will comment that what I have

proposed is utterly fantastic and clearly impossible

given today’s technology or social customs. They

will go on to add that it is foolish and certainly will

never be. 

They are absolutely correct, of course.

Consider if you had told Jason, Odysseus,

Colombus, or Magellan that someday there would

be stars in the sky that would take high-resolution

digital images of the earth and you would be able

to download these on a laptop and scroll around

and look down from the heavens at a map of the

world giving the locations of not only rivers,

lakes, and cities, but also elementary schools and

Chinese restaurants. They would have said, “Why

yes, that’s absolutely imaginable. Seems perfectly

reasonable.” 

If, after the plane touched down 120 feet

from where it had taken off, you had explained to

the Wright Brothers that in

just 99 years the Denver

airport would cover 53 square

miles, or that the Atlanta

Hartsfield Jackson airport

would handle 76.7 million

passengers in one year, their

countenance would remain

unaffected. You would be
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brushed aside with the 1903 equivalent of “Duh” . 

These people would have clearly understood that the massive infrastructure and

gains in technology above and beyond shanties and pottery were reasonable and

obtainable. However, they would have also known that is was pure folly to, even for an

instant, imagine that a device could be concocted that could sequence a genome

remotely; aim a beam at a bird and gets it DNA!? NEVER! Or that perhaps someday a

device could be made to mimic the workings of the brain. IMPOSSIBLE! 

As I bow to those that know so much more than I, I feel that I would be remiss if

I didn’t show you satellite photos of where we are, where we have been, and where we

are going. 

We have a 7 hour drive. Almost the

longest drive one can take in Taiwan. Longest

in miles I mean. We’re driving from almost the

top of the island, to almost the bottom. We

packed into the van. The driver (Jack) and Arno

up front and the three kids in the back seat,

Little Erin in the middle. 

Chris had warned us about a HUGE

golden Buddha on the left. How far away is it?

Not sure, but is on the left. So we kept and eye

out and I was able to get three pitiful shots as

we blasted by. Here we’re on four lane highways that rival American interstates. About

65-75 mph is the average. This is the island’s main highway that

connects the large cities built on the flats of the northern shore. We

passed megalopolises that stretched from the highway to the sea

and from right horizon to left horizon. It was an urban desert of

low earth tone buildings, factories, and roads. 

About lunch time we stopped at a travel plaza. It was huge.

Giant parking lot, industrial sized bathroom facilities out and

away from the main building. Matt found a dead dragonfly -

Tholymus tillarga a species I collected in Thailand, but haven’t

gotten here yet! It was already quite flat, so I put it in my note

book for safe keeping. Inside the main building are trinket shops, a

rather large grocery store (where I got a delectable chocolate drink

and Victoria continued on her quest for coffee), and a wide variety

of restaurants. 

Also I was enamored by a block of very smart looking

vending machines, the kind that children put 50 cents in, turn the
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knob and a toy

in a hard plastic

bubble comes

out. There were

about 15

choices and I

couldn’t resist a

cube within a

cube toy for NT

$50 (about $1.50

US). That’s all it

was really. A

white plastic cube, with a smiley face pained on it. When you opened it up, there was

another cube inside. It probably

appealed to my sense of order. It came

with a little piece of paper inside, all

written in Chinese, but the pictures

indicated that there were nearly a

dozen varieties! All looked exactly

alike, excepting the expression on the

face. Some with frowny faces, others

with, or without rosy cheeks, etc.

These are manufactured in Japan, and

one can’t help but wonder if the

designer was 1) having a very

unimaginative day, 2) interested to see just

how little effort could be put into a product

and still get a return, 3) involved in some

sort of wager with another employee,

friend, or family member, or 4) the type of

person that finds cubes within cubes

appealing to their sense of order. 

We converged on a eatery called

“GEEDAN broiled food on potteries”.

They displayed a mockup of their dishes

beside the counter. Unfortunately when you point and grunt like an ignorant monkey

the girl at the register can’t see what you are pointing at, so she came around and

looked. Chris, Matt, and I ordered all the same thing. A beautiful whole squid cut into
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rings, on a bed of

something with a brown

sauce, vegetables including

very hard corn, and a

boiled egg. Plus a very

weak soup- the drink

analog. For dessert we

wandered by the dessert

bar and I got tiramisu. Of

course I didn’t know that

at the time. Its Italian, Erin informed me. 

We left the comfort of the plaza, walked

through the boiling heat of the parking lot, and

regained the boiling, but soon, comfortable car. A

few more hours transpired and we presently found

ourselves dropped off at an ice cream parlor within walking distance of a little shop.

Erin needed more dead beasts to use as bait. Back in the car we drove on and stopped

again at an even bigger store where I loaded up

on fizzy drinks, cold coffee drinks, and apple

juice boxes. Not to mention many forms of

candy. Once in Texas I met a rather robust East

German who seemed to be eating all the time. He

grabbed his belly and said, “I have many

thousands of Euro’s invested in this!” One must

not allow oneself to waste away. 

Dessert

Matt enjoying a pudding popWhole chickens and Squid, just like home!

A very formal affair



We crossed a great river that, to the trained eye, appeared lifeless. The rock I can

only assume is slate, and flakes with such ease that not even the aquatic slimes of

bacteria and fungi can grow before the

rock is chipped and tumbled along.

Whether this river has been this way

always or this is a more recent

occurrence due to the actions of man, I

cannot say. I can say that a very many

people were thoroughly enjoying the

river as they whizzed down it in rubber

rafts. Stereotypes are a curious thing, as

one does not usually think of Asians as

being overly aquatic, although from

where I would get this impression I

can’t really say. 

We left the big highway and

began to climb into the mountains. The

roads here are barely 2 cars wide, steep,

and VERY curvy. This, in and of itself, is

not much of a problem, however this is

the first time in a long time that I have

been in the back of a vehicle while being

flung about willy nilly. Turns out its

best to sometimes close your eyes and breath deeply to keep the headaches away. At

least a half dozen times we passed road construction crews as they attempted to repair a

collapsed roadway. Once we saw the best

road sign of the trip- in the upper left a

cliff jutted out into space, while a car hung

nose down in mid air in the lower right. 

Finally we came to the Station.

There was a three story building, white,

with a circular drive. It looked

suspiciously like a hotel, which it was.

Past the reception desk, which was never

manned, there was a dual stairway which

swept to the left and right up and around

to the second floor. Tucked in past the

stairway was a bar and behind it resided

that magical mystical item, the refrigerator. We stuffed it to the gills with drinks, beer

Rolling, rolling, rolling down the river
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for Chris and Erin, fizzy drinks, creamy drinks, and appley drinks for me. 

We unloaded the vehicles, although there was some discussion as to where we

would be staying. A long wooden stairway lead to unknown buildings up and away to

the right, and Chris was certain we’d be trucking our stuff to someplace up there.

However others were certain that we would be staying in the main building. These little

quandaries happen the world

over and I would love to

dissect the situation down to

the bones and study how they

form. So we just kind of stood

around for a half hour. Finally

we found out that we were

supposed to head up the hill,

so we headed up the stairs,

around a corner and up a long

slope, then down a short path

and to the cabin. 

It’s a three part cabin,

with bedrooms and baths on

each side and a large sitting

room, complete with TV and a couch, in the middle. Matt and I were on the left, Chris

on the couch in the middle, and Erin and Victoria on the right. We tossed our stuff

down and headed to scout a place to set up the blacklight. 

Below the main hotel is a path through an abandoned open air building where

they brunt and boiled sugarcane. There is a nice sized stream nearby and the building

overlooked some good vegetation. In the interest of avoiding any possible rain we set

up the sheet across one end of

the building, stretched the cord

from the main hotel down, and

set up the light. 

Supper was in the main

dining hall. Same routine as

before, but these tables lacked

the lazy Susans. How quickly

one misses them! After supper

we headed down to the light and

set about collecting all we could.

A good number of beetles came

in and some to the more

interesting moths. We had a

A very comfortable room

One of two tables



couple big longhorn

beetles and were visited

by a few stag beetles

too. By and large the

strangest insect we saw

was an elongate beetle

with enormous hind

legs. The master and

the students were

equally stumped by

that one! 

Blacklight in action
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